In

response
to youk' July 2, %973, request,
this
is our
report
on the FocPd and Drug Administrationus
investigation
of defective
cardiac
pacemakers
recalled
by the General
Elkeeerfic Compaaay.

The Administration
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is part of the Department

: ,h
cpf Health,
by youa: office,
we Paave
comments on matters
in

and Welfare m As requested
Education,
not c;Pbtiained the Department ns written
the nrepont,

We dlc2 mt plan
$0 distreibute
this
report
furtlaer
unless
En tEais COEmeeyou agaree OK -publicSy
announce
its eokatents.
your attention
to the fact
this
report
ccplationa d, we inavite
tainas reeommewdatiows
$0 the Sec2retary
of Health,
EdueaticcDn,
236 of the Legislative
Reand m23bfanr@!a7 As you knows section

o~ganiaation
Act of 1970 requires
the head of a FedeacaL agency
to submit
a written
statement
on actions
he has taken on retommendations
to the House and Senate Committees
on Government
Operations
araot latex
thana 60 days after
the date of the repo~ct,
and the H:ouse and Senate
Comnittees
on Wppeopriations
with
the
age8acyDs first
request
for appropriations
made more than 60
If we obtain
your agreement
days after
,the date of the ireport,
TV ,the Secre$0 release
the report
B we wi%l make it available
tary
and t-he- fouar committees
fsr the puarpose of setting
in

motieana &he requirements

of

section

236,

ABso, mattens
discussed
iaa the report
may be caf interest
to ot&aen: congrressisnal
committees
in their
consideration
of
legisl.ation
for
ilrnproving
the IC8epartment os regulation
of rnedieal
pacemakers,
devices
p suds as cardiac
Sinaeerely

yours
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the

United

p
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States
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COMPTROLLER GEtIERWE'S
REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT
OPERATIONS,
UNITED STATES SENATE

JlJIGEST
---

--

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE
-------------GAO was asked to Keview the
Food and Drug Administrationrs
activities
invo%vinq
aregulation
of caardiac paeemakeKs 0 Specifically,
it
was Kequested
for information concerning
the Food
and DKWJ Administrati~n~s
e?ffOK'~S to

--investigate

General
Electric
C0mpany’s
Kecalll
of
malfunctioning
camrdiae
pacemakers
and

--establish
safety
and perfommce
standards
for
pacemaker s rn
FINDINGS

AND CONCLUSIONS

The
FoCpd and Drug
Administration
Q a constieuent

agency of the Department
of Health,
Education
and
Welfare
(HEW) is Kesponsible
under the Federal
Food I Dr lag p and Cosmetic

Act

(PD&C

Act)

for

regula.==

tion of medical
devices
(includincj.
cardiac
pacemakers)
that aare shipped
in interstate
commerc@.
The Administrationus
BuPceau of Medical
Devices
ancl Diaqnostic
Products
in Rockville,
Maryland,
Tear
cover
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FOOD AND DRUG ADM%NESTRWTEONQS
INVESTIGATION
OF DEFECTIVE
CARDIAC PACEMAKERS RECALLED BY
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Department
of Health,
Education,
and Welfare

Upon
should

removal,
be noted

lhe report
hereon

administers
the Food and Drug
Administration"~
program for
~egulatiny
medical
devices.
The Administration
can initiate
legal
actions--~arosecw,tisPhs
p in-j unet ions p and seizures--thrsugh
the Department
of Justice,
when
it cowsl.d@rs medical
dwiees
to
be adulterated
QB misbranded dr
but does not have ~ecalh authority,
Recalls
of produets
aare made
by the voluwtary
acstion BS~
manufacturers
o The Adminiskration monitors
manufacturers
‘o
recalls
to detc?rmine
whether
recalled
products
pose any pertenfial
hazard to health
and
to insure
that recall
actions
will
be sueeessfuP
in pKotecting eOnSUmeKS (I
In January
and Apr~il 1972, Gene~al Electric
Company recalled
about 574 implantabke
standby
cardiac
pacemakers--model
&2072-because abnormally
high pacing
rates caused by the presence
of moistu~ep
which,
in ccmbination with other
facto~"s~
affected
the pacemaker ¶s per formane@,
Of the 574 pacemakers,
352
implanted
in people
living
the
U.S.
and
the rest were
tnributed
to Eoreicp
countries
helld in General
Ehectlric 0s
VekltOK ya

wete
in
dlisomr
in-

Overall
__-------

for determining
the cause of the
Also,
Administration
defect.
district
office
officials
indicated that the Administration
had not issued good manufacturing criteria
for pacemakers,,

findings
--

The Administration
needs
to strengthen
its requlation of implantable
cardiac
Its recall
pacemakers.
procedures
call
for measures to insure
the prompt
removal
of defective
products from the market and the
identification
and correction of the cause of the
The Administration
defect.
did not take such measures
in connection
with General
Electric's
recall
of defective
cardiac
pacemakers,

'Iney also said Administration
inspectors
needed additional
guidelines,
training,
and experience
to effectively
conduct inspections
at manufacturing
facilities
in which
complex medical
devices
such
as cardiac
pacemakers
are
produced.
(See gpe 4 to 7.)
Collection
and examination
----------of
pacemaker
samples
-------

Inspection
of
zenera
Electric's
Z%uf
facility
---------

The Administration's
recall
procedures
require
that any
Administration
district
office
involved
in a recall
promptly
collect
and examine
samples of the recalled
product.
According
to the Administration's
Inspection
Operations
Llanual the collection and examination
of a
recalled
product
can provide
tangible
evidence
of adulteration or misbrandinq
and could
serve as the principal
basis
for determining
the need for
regulatory
action.

Recall
procedures
require
that the Administration
conduct
an in-depth
inspection
of the manufacturing facility
in which the
recalled
product
was produced.
The Administration's
authority
with regard to
medical
devices
is limited
to visual
inspection
of
the manufacturing
facility.
The Administration
initiated
its investigation
after
learning
of the'recall
on
April
gr 1972, from various
newspaper
articles.

An Administration
official
said that he did not believe
the Administration
needed to
examine samples of the recalled
pacemaker
to determine
that it
was defective,
as General
Electric
informed
the Administration that several
recalled
pacemakers
would fail.

The Administration's
visual
inspection
of General
Electric's
manufacturing
facility
was not complete
in
that it did not include
an
inspection
of the area used
for life-testing
pacemakers.

Although
a manufacturer
reports
a problem
concerning
its products v the Administration
should
examine samples of the recalled

According
to an Administration official,
an inspection
of this
area was important
ii

product
to determine
need for regulatory
(See m. 7 and 8 m)

the
action.

At the time of the recall,
the Administration~s
recall
procedures
required
the Administration,
in all
life-threatening
situations,
to :
a notice
of the re--place
eal% on a rccalP
list
for
distribution
to the trade
pITess arld selected
Government agencies
and
through

the

warning

news

Although
General
pacemaker
recalk
life-threatening
the Administration
comply with
its

media,

Electric
Is
involved
a
situation,
did not
procedures.

AeeoKding to an WdministKation official
failure
to
place
a notice
of .the General
Eleetr
ic pacemaker
recall
on a recall
list
was
due to an administrative
oversight
e

A public

warning

was not

issued
through
the news
media because General
Electric
had a%ready
issued
a warning
to each user 0s
physician,
GAO noted p
however I that one pacemaker user was not located

@hrough Geperal
efforts.

E%ectric's

1Cn September1973 the Administration
revised
its
recall
procedures
to require
public
warnings
only
Tear

Sheet

affected

is

a need

a statement
appropriate
public
product
others
recaILl,

to

alert

par ties.

In lieu
of a puhLic
the Administration

Public
disclosure
___---------

--iSSU@ a public

when there

wacningfl
may issue

of facts
to the
segment of the

affected
by a recalled
without
alarming
not involved
in the

Because
of the
such procedures.

eoneencn that
could
with-

hold from the pub%ie vitak
information
coaaeerning
a
defective
and potentially
hazardcPus product p %@gis%ation
(H.R, 216, 94th CdpngKe85#
and H.R. 10916, 93d Gcmgrerjs)
has

been

introduced

to

prohibit

the Administratisn@s
withholdho%ding such information
fnrom
the publ ie m (See pp* 8 aa2d 9. )
Investigation
SEeeta.veness
Cieneral
Eleetr
--

of
of
ic es --nreeall

The Administ~atiow~s
recall
procedures
require
that it
vestigate
the effectiveness
a manufacturerus
call,

product

inof
re-

In a ca8e

involving
an'imminent
health,
the reealbl
procedures
~equiaced the Administration
to cxntaet
aP% of the
product
consignees
( i .e, I physihazard

to

cians
and hospitals)
that
the consignees
notification
of the

to develop
im?g injuries
associated

to insure
had received
recal%
and
information
concern-and complaints
with
the pmroduct O

The Administration
tact
all
of General
pacemaker
consignees
that
at least
five

did not conElectric
@s
but found
physician

,

HEW's Assistant
General
Counsel,
Food and Drug Division,
was not
consulted
regarding
need for
legal
action
in this
case.
According
to the Assistant
General Counsel,
there may have
been a basis
for prosecution
against
General
Electric.

consignees
had not received
notification
of the recall
from General Electric.
the Administration
Therefore,
did not develop
complete
information
on injuries
and
deaths
associated
with the
352 pacemakers
that were
distributed
in the U.S.

A complete
review
of the case,
however,
would be necessary
before
such a determination
could
be made.
The Assistant
General
Counsel
believed
the case was
too old to reopen.,
(See pp. 10
to 15.)

The Administration
made investigations
involving
68
of the recalled
pacemakers.
According
to Administration
recordsl
seven deaths and
two injuries
were attributed
to the defective
pacemaker.

Because determinations
as to
whether
a manufacturer
should
be prosecuted
for misbranding
or adulteration
violations
of
the FD&C Act often
require
technical
legal
considerations,
the Administration's
iegai
counsel
should be consulted
concerning
such determinations.
(See ppm 21 and 22.)

The Administration
did not
conduct
investigations
in
connection
with the remaining 284 recalled
pacemakers
that were distributed
in
(See pp. 9 and
the U.S.
10.)
The
--- Administration's
evaluation
of need For
---------regulatory
action
_____------

Subsequent

pacemaker
---

recalls -

Since General
Electric's
1972
pacemaker
recall,
General
Electric
and three other
manufacturers
--Cordis
Corporation,
Biotronik
Corporation
and Vitatron
Medical,
Incorporated
--have
recalled
about 22,310 pacemakers.

The Administration
cited
General
Electric
for violations
of the adulteration
and misbranding
provisions
of the FD&C Act involving
four of the recalled
pacemakers that were associated
with users'
deaths.

These pacemakers
have exhibited
a variety
of problems,
including the presence
of moisture
which in combination
with other
factors,
affected
the pacemaker's
performance.

On the basis of the information
obtained
from General Electric
during
hearings regarding
the citation
and other
information
obtained
during
the Administration's
investigation,
a determination
was made
that legal
action
against
General
Electric
was not
warranted.

Because manufacturers
required
to notify
the
ministration
of their
the Administration
did
become aware of three
iv

are not
Adrecalls,
not
of the

I

recalls
until
6 to 16 months
after
they had been initiated 0

RECONMENDATEON TO THE
-----.-w-e-SECRETAR'6 OF HEALTH,
----------EDUCATEON,
AND WELFARE
------v--e-

As of February
B975v the Ad-ministration
was in the
plcocess of investigating
these recalls.
Wee pp* 16
to 1.8.)

The Secretary,
HEW, should
direct
the Commissioner
of
the Food and Drug Administration
to

Pacemaker
standards
------------v-w
Although
cardiac
pacemakers
have been marketed
since
about 1960, the Wdministration
had not established
standards
for their
safety,
manufactuPep
distribution
and use.
Such standards
are necessary
to help insure that marketed
cardiac
pacemakers
are safer reEiable 1p and effective.
In May 1974 the Administration awarded a contract
for
the dewebopment
of pacemaker standards,
S"candards under dewelopmerit do not include
a
standard

dealing

with

the

problem of moisture
which
affected
the performance
of many of the pacemakers
that were recalled.
HllclSmuch as moisture
was a
significant
problem,
moisture standards
shouEd be
developed
along with inspection
guidelines
and
good manufacturing
criten: ia D See ppo 119 and
20.)

Tear Sheet

--Make a concerted
effort
to
insure
compkiance
with the
requirements
of the AdministrationPs
recall
procedures.
--Establish
guidelines
and provide training
needed follr the
inspection
of pacemaker maaufacturing
facilities
and
equipment m
--Establish
critearia

good manufacturing
for pacemakers,

--Make a public
disc%cPsure
thrcaugh the news media or a
statement
of facts
to all
affQ?cted parties
[ i .e (Ip physicians
p hospitals,
or c@pnsumers)
to insure
timely
notification
of potentially
hazardous
products.
--Require
the Administration's
legal
counse% be consulted
before
a final
deteKmination
is reached as to whether
a
manufacturer
should be prosecuted
for violation
of the
FD&C

Wet,

--Establish
pacemaker: saflety
and performance
standards
to
reduce or eliminate
the risk
of injury
or illness
to poten-tial
pacemaker
users.

En a ketter
dated
JuLy 2, 1973,
the Chairman
I/,
Subcomittee
on Reorganization,
Researcha
and EnteT-nati0na.l
OKganizations
p Committee
on 60ve3Knment
Operations
p United
us that
the Subcorimittee
had received
Stat@s Senate p advised
a%legations
coneearning
a aaumbear Qf deaths
associated
with
eeertain
malfunetisninc~
implantable
cardiac
pacemakers
that
W@K@mawufactuKed
and Kecaaled
by the GeneKal
EPectrie
CQrnand asked us to review
the Pood and Drug Adminiswny
(GE),
tbation”s
(FDA8s)
activities
involving
the regulation
of
eardiae
pacemakers.
Specifically
we were requested
tCP obtain
information
on FDA’s efforts
to (I)
investigate
the GE
cardiac
pacemaker
reca%l
and (2) establish
safety
and perfo~manee

standands

for

cardiac

pacemakers,

These aye two types
of eanrdiae
pacemakers--one
is surc~ieally
implanted
in the human body and the other
is used
of an implantable
pacemakenr
externally
0 (See illustration
Both types
artificially
stimulate
the heart
with
on page 3,)
eleetrieal
impulses
to assist
the heart
in maintaining
a
normar
pulse
k-ate.
Caardiac
pacemakers
operate
on a standby
cx fixed-rate
basis.
Standby
pacemakers
emit eleetricaB
impulses
do the
heaart only when needed
to c~mpeaasate
for variations
in the
heart
Kate 0 Fixed-rate
aeemakers
emit e8ectrical
impulses
to the heart
at a constant
rate
established
before
the device
is p8aeed
into
use.
Industry
125,BOO users

sPsudies indicate
there
are cxwrently
about
of implantabbe
cardiac
pacemakers
iw the
United
States
and users
increase
by about
30,000
annually,
FDA estimates
there
are about
I.5 domestic
and foreign
manufaeturers
who market
pacemakers
in the United
States,

PDA,

a constituent

agency

Education,
and Welfare
(HEW)
eral
Food,
Drug,
and
Cosmetic
for the aregu%ation
of medical
pacemakers)
that
are shipped
quire

The FDStC Act does not
pre-market
clearance

of

is
Act

the
Department
of Health,
responsible
under
the Fed(FD&C

Act)

(21

U.S.C.

301),

devices
(inc%uding
eaardiae
in interstate
cxmmeree,

provide
FDA the authority
for medical
devices,

to

FDAOs

L’@-

.regulatory
control
over medical
devises
is limited
to
inspections
of a manufacturer’s
facilities,
the collection
and examination
of finished
products,
and the surveillance
of medical
devices
that have been marketed
in interstate
merce.

com-

When FDA considers
medical
devices
to be adulterated
misbranded,
it can initiate
one or more of the following
legal
actions
through
the Department
of Justice.
--Prosecute
a manufacturer
the FD&C Act.

or individual

--Enjoin
a manufacturer
or individual
adulterated
or misbranded
products
mer ce .

who violates
from shipping
in interstate

--Seize
the device
when it is introduced
into,
in or after
receipt
in, interstate
commerce.
FDA uses two methods
from the market products
in violation
of the FD&C
action
and in the case of
to the specific
quantity
identified
in the seizure,

or

com-

or while

--seizures
and recalls--for
removing
which are known or suspected
to be
Act.
Seizures
require
a civil
court
misbranding
violations
is limited
and location
of the medical
device
complaint.

Recalls
of products
are made by the voluntary
action
the manufacturer.
A recall
can include
a manufacturer’s
rection
of products
on the market as well as the removal
such products
from the market.
FDA does not have recall
thority.

of
corof
au-

Because recall
actions
are voluntary,
medical
device
manufacturers
are not required
under the FD&C Act to notify
FDA of such recalls.
Once FDA learns
of a recall,
it can
inspect
the manufacturer’s
facilities,
collect
and conduct
tests
on the finished
products,
and initiate
investigations
to insure
that the recall
is effectively
implemented.
FDA’s Bureau of Medical
Devices
and Diagnostic
Products
(BMDDP) I/ in Rockville,
Maryland,
administers
FDA’s program
for the regulation
of medical
devices.
BMDDP’s responsibility includes
(1) coordinating
and developing
safety
and performance
standards,
(2) establishing
and enforcing
good manufacturing
practice
regulations
for insuring
manufacturing
quality
control
I (3) developing
an inspection
and enforcement

L/

Prior
to February
1974, the activities
signed to the Office
of the Associate
Medical
Affairs.
2

of BMDDP were asCommissioner
for

CHAPTER 2
CARDIAC PACEMAKER RECALL
FDA’s primary
objective
for monitoring
a manufacturer’s
recall
of a product
is to determine
any potential
hazard the
product
poses to health
and to insure
that recall
actions
To achieve
this
will
be successful
in protecting
consumers.
FDA’s recall
procedures
require
FDA to take measobjective,
ures to insure
that the defective
products
are promptly
removed from the market and the cause of the defect
is identiFDA did not take
such measures
in conf ied and corrected.
nection
with GE’s recall
of defective
cardi.ac
pacemakers.
RECALL PROCEDURES
FDA’s recall
procedures
apply to all FDA regulated
products
including
medical
devices,
such as cardiac
pacemakers.
The procedures
required
FDA to
--inspect

the manufacturing

--collect

and examine

--make

public

disclosure

facilities,

samples

of

of the

the

recalled

product,

recall,

--investigate
the effectiveness
of the manufacturer’s
recall
in removing
a defective
product
from the market, and inquire
into any injuries
or complaints
related
to the recalled
product,
and
--evaluate
the need for prosecution
for violations
of the adulteration
provisions
of the FD&C Act.

of a manufacturer
and misbranding

Inspection
of GE’s .manufacturing
facility
The recall
depth inspection
called
product
the recall.

procedures
required
that FDA conduct
an inof a manufacturing
facility
in which the rewas produced
to determine
the basic cause of

Pursuant
to section
704(a) of the FD&C Act, FDA has authority
to inspect
a f.acility
in which products
covered
by
the act are manufactured
for interstate
commerce.
Such authority
covers all pertinent
equipment,
finished
and unfinished
materials
and containers.
With regard
to medical
devices,
HEW’s Assistant
General
Counsel,
Food and Drug Division
told us that FDA does not
have access to a manufacturer’s
reports
and records
bearing
4

I)

22 reports,
including
--As of April
1972, GE received
the seven reports
received
in November
and December
1971,
concerning
abnormally
high pacing
rates
in
Subsequently,
GE issued
a second prodpacemakers.
uct safety
warning
letter,
dated
April
1, 1972,
expanding
its recall
to include
all
implantable
standby
pacemakers
manufactured
during
the period
In its
letter,
GE ofJune 6 to September
8, 1971.
ferred
to replace
the recalled
pacemakers
free
and to
cover
all medical
and surgical
costs
associated
with
the replacement
provided
the physician
used a GE
pacemaker
as a replacement
and returned
the disimplanted
pacemaker
to GE.
its district
sales
man--On April
3, 1972, GE alerted
On April
4, and 10, 1972,
GE
agers
of the recall.
advised
its
sales managers
to re-emphasize
to physicians
GE’s position
regarding
replacement
of the reGE also requested
its
sales
repcalled
pacemakers.
resentatives
to visit
each physician
involved
to establish
a time schedule
for the replacement
of the
recalled
pacemakers.
were involved
in the
According
to GE, 574 pacemakers
352 pacemakers
were implanted
in people
recall.
Of these,
living
in the United
States
and the remaining
222 pacemakers
were distributed
to foreign
countries
or held
in GEls invenaccounting
of the recalled
pacemakers
tory.
(See app. I for
at the time FDA completed
its
investigation
in June 1973.)
rate was due to a
According
to GE, the high pacing
shunt
(short-circuit)
caused by a dendritic
growth
of copper
between
the circuit
runs on the paper
epoxy circuit
board
in
the pacemaker.
GE told
FDA that
although
GE had not determined the reason
for
the dendritic
growth,
it believed
that
it may have been due to the use in June 1971 of tinGE inplated
circuit
runs on the pacemaker
circuit
boards,
dicated
that
the presence
of moisture
on the tin-plated
cirPrior
to June
cuit
runs resulted
in the pacemaker’s
shunt.
1971,
the pacemaker
circuit
boards
did not have tin-plated
circuit
runs.
GE suggested
to BMDDP that
an FDA representative
with
sufficient
technical
background
meet with GE to discuss
the
FDA Minneapolis
technical
issues
surrounding
the problem.
District
Office
officials
told
us that
FDA has not issued
good manufacturing
criteria
for pacemakers
and FDA inspectors
lacked
adequate
guidelines,
training,
and experience
to assess
technical
issues
involving
complex
medical
devices
such as cardiac
pacemakers.

6

FDA did

not

collect

and

examine

samples

of

GEOs

re-

A physician
who had disimplanted
a re~aeemaker p?rovided it to FDA, howeverB FDA did not
examinafz it D FDA Minneapolis
District
Office
officials
advised
us that laboaCatory
tests
OB: ana%yses weKe not condueted on the disimplanted
pacemaker
because the di~st~iet
cpfficze did not have any in-house
seientifie
,testing
capabilitya
calbled
caZZed

pacemakers.

and reliability.
Chapter
4. )

(Pacemaker

standards

are discussed

in

The Acting
Director
said that he did not believe
that
FDA needed to examine samples of the recalled
pacemaker
to
determine
that it was defective,
as GE had informed
FDA that
several
of the recalled
pacemakers
would fail.
Although
a
manufacturer
reports
a problem
concerning
its products,
we
believe
FDA should examine samples
of the recalled
product
to determine
the need for regulatory
action.
Public

disclosure

At the time of GE’s pacemaker
recall,
FDA’s recall
procedures
required
FDA in all life
threatening
situations
to
(1) place a notice
of the recall
on a recall
list
for distribution
to the trade press and selected
Government
agencies and (2) issue a public
warning
through
the news media.
Although
GE’s pacemaker
recall
involved
a life-threatening
situation,
FDA did not comply with its procedures.
The Acting
Director
of BMDDP’s Division
of Compliance
told
us that a notice
cf the GE pacemaker
recall
was not
placed on FDA’s recall
list
because of an administrative
oversight.
The Acting
Director
said FDA did not issue a public
warning
through
the news media because GE had already
issued
a warning
to each pacemaker user’s
physician.
(See p. 9.)
We noted,
however,
that one pacemaker
user was not located
through
GE’s efforts.
The Acting

Director

said

that:

“FDA did not believe
a public
notice
was needed.
The recall
had been announced and widely
publicized and at the time we became involved,
most of
the devices
to be recalled
had been technically
recalled.
“Our major concern at that point
in time was to
assure that every patient
had been accounted
for
so as to insure
that the recall
was 100% effective.
* * * In any event,
whether
to issue a press release is a decision
made at the discretion
of the
agency.
In this case, we believe
there was no
benefit
to the consumer to be gained by a press
release.
“Each unit was identified
by serial
numbers and we
were assured by the firm that it could trace each
device
to its consignee
[i.e.,
physicians
and

hospitals]
consignee

thus enablbng

directly
for
over p we believed
that
wou1d cause unnecessary
persons
with pacemakers

at-ad who

in

doctors

as to which

tuarn

would

the firm to alotify

each

return
of the device.
Moreto issue a general
waarning
concern
and panic to those
from other manufacturers

unnecessarily

pacemakers

bother

they

their

had implanted,

o"%t was parctly
as a result
of this unique
lh fi * that the FDA KeconsideKed
its recall
and establish
new procedures,"

incident
policy

In September
1973 FDA revised
its recall
procedures
with respect
to public
disclosure
of a recal%ed
product
~that
The revised
proeepresents
a thheat
to corasumeK safety.
duires peovide
that public
warnings
be issued throcsgh the
news media only when there is a need in the public
interest
to alert
institutions,
professional
and industry
groupsB Or
othenr afflccted
persons,
In lieu of a pub%ic WaKningp FDA
may issue a statement
of facts
to the appropriate
segment of
the public
affected
by a reeall@d
prcaduet without
alarming
others
not inv0lved
in ~the recall.
Because of the concern
thaL su.c% pnocedures
could withhold from the public
vital
information
con~eacaaing a defective
and potentially
hazardous
product,
%egisbation
(B.R, 216,
9‘4th C0ngK@8sp and H.R. 10916, 93d ColragKess) has B3,@@9a
iFhtz&"Qduczed to prohibit
FDA's withholding
from the pubjhic infcsrmatic-m regarding
the trade namec trademark,
manufar2turerB
area
of distKibution,
and name of any recal%ed
product,
Investigation
of
-- GE’s reealll

of effectiveness

FDA’s recall.% procedures
requilre
that FDA investigate
the
effectiveness
of a manufacturer's
product
sl:ecalE,
In a czase
involving
an imminent
hazalrd to health,
the recall
proeedures required
FDA to contact
all of the product
cmnsigaaees
to insbsre athat the consignees
had received
notification
Ipf
the recall.
and to fik?velop information
concernialg
iwjcaaries
and eompllaints
associated
with the product.
FDA did not
eontact
all of GE"s pacemaken consignees,
but found at least
five
physician
ccansicgnaees had root received
notification
of
the recall
from GE,
oaa April
20, 1972, BMDDP told
the FDA Minneapo%is
Distarict
Office
that in %i.em of werifying
that each physician
consignee
had been informed
of ,the problem,
the serial
nurnbers of all pacemakers
returned
to GE"s mawufaeturing
facility
Gslould
BD@ checked
against
the list
of pacemakers
that
were shipped,
9

In a telegram
dated May 3, 1972, BMDDP reiterated
that
the district
office
inspectors
did not have to contact
all
physician
consignees
but
could rely on information
provided
by GE concerning
disposition
of the recalled
pacemakers,
if
the inspectors
considered
such information
to be accurate.
BMDDP advised
the FDA Minneapolis
District
Office
that GE
pacemaker
users and their
relatives
were not to be visited
under any circumstances.
The Acting
Director
of BMDPP's Division
of Compliance
told us that FDA accounted
for the recalled
pacemakers
as
they were returned
to GE's manufacturing
facility.
These
pacemakers
were returned
to GE over a 14-month period,
April
1972 to June 1973.
This procedure,
in our view seems to have
delayed
FDA's determination
concerning
whether
all physician
consignees
were notified
of the recall
and exposed pacemaker
users to an unnecessary
health
risk.
On the basis of its investigation
of certain
deaths
and
injuries,
FDA found that five physician
consignees
did not
receive
GE's product
safety
warning
letter.
FDA did not
take any further
action
to insure
that all physician
consignees
were made aware of the recall.
FDA did not contact
all physician
consignees,
and, therefore,
did not develop
complete
information
on injuries
and deaths associated
with
the 352 pacemakers
that were distributed
in the United
States.
FDA made investigations
involving
68 of the recalled
pacemakers.
According
to FDA records,
seven deaths and two
injuries
were attributed
to the defective
pacemakers.
FDA
did not conduct
investigations
to determine
whether
any injuries
or deaths were associated
with the remaining
284 recalled
pacemakers
that were distributed
in the United
States.
FDA evaluation
for regulatory

of need
action

On July 7, 1972, an FDA Minneapolis
District
Office
official
submitted
to BMDDP, medical
reports
and records
on
four deaths,
including
affidavits
from physicians
attributing malfunctioning
pacemakers
as a major causative
factor
of
death.
On the basis of this
and other
information,
the District
Office
official
concluded,
that prosecution
action
against
GE appeared
warranted
because:
It* * * General
Electric's
lack
control
caused deaths of some
mental
and physical
anguish
to
whom replacement
devices
were
appears that General
Electric
10

of proper
quality
patients
and much
other patients
in
required.
It also
is concerned
in

"After
the pacemaker
is implanted
and has a source
of moisture,
this moisture
moves then to the region where there is an improper
bond, provides
a
solvent
medium to both ions and copper,
and to
provide
a liquid
medium for the copper and in combination
for the presence
of special
conditions
* * k*"
which could result
in dendritic
growth.
Moreover,
GE stated
that the problem
could not have
been foreseen
and that when GE began its investigation
of
the problem
it was handicapped
by the fact that little
scientific
information
was available
concerning
the unique
electronic
phenomenon.
GE officials
concluded
that:
(1)
the pacemaker malfunction
was not a manufacturing
error;
(2)
GE took responsible
action
as soon as it received
information concerning
problems
with its pacemaker:
and (3) GE
never sacrificed
safety
considerations
for economic
considerations
during
the recall.
According
to the Acting
Director
of BMDDP's Division
of
Compliance,
FDA contacted
the National
Bureau of Standards
concerning
the electronic
phenomenon attributed
as the problem with GE's pacemaker.
The Acting
Director
said that the
Bureau advised
FDA that the electronic
phenomenon was possible
but not unique.
According
to the Acting
Director,
FDA
considered
the electronic
phenomenon unique to cardiac
pacemakers as it was the first
time that FDA learned
such a phenomenon had occurred
in cardiac
pacemakers.
BMDDP did not
contact
other pacemaker manufacturers
to determine
whether
they experienced
similar
dendrite
problems
with the internal
circuitry
of their
pacemakers.
In December 1972 FDA requested
GE to furnish
information concerning
(1) the reasons dendrites
had formed on tinplated
circuit
boards but not on non-tin-plated
circuit
boards in GE's pacemakers
and (2) GE's pacemaker
life
testing prior
to, during,
and after
the recall.
GE informed
FDA
that dendrites
had also formed on the non-tin-plated
circuit
boards in pacemakers
that were manufactured
prior
to June
1971.
According
to GE, the overall
failure
rate for nontin-plated
circuit
board pacemakers
was 3.6 percent
after
an
average implant
time of 14 months.
The failure
rate for
pacemakers
using tin-plated
circuit
boards was 32 percent.
Therefore,
GE believed
the primary
cause for the increased
failure
rate was due to the introduction
of tin-plated
circuit boards.
GE advised
FDA that it made certain
changes to correct
the problem.
FDA did
changes to determine
their
adequacy.
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manufacturing
not evaluate

these

are not in themselves
suffibe predicated,
cient
to establish
that the articles
were,
in
fact,
adulterated,
misbranded
or in any way
defective
at the time they were introduced
while
in, or after
receipt
in interstate
into,
commerce.
"While
we have an a priori
cause and effect
relationship
of a faulty
device
being obtained
from a deceased patient,
we have no evidence
that the firm did not maintain
a high standard
of quality
control
in manufacturing
their
devices.
"We would be in a tenuous position
the death was directly
attributable
function
of the device,
and that
was not due to medical
judgment,
cedure or normal wear.
"On the contrary,
the devices
tain the life
of the patients
time.

did
for

to show that
to the malthe default
surgical
proin fact
a period

mainof

"3)

no official
* * * standards
exAdditionally,
isted
upon which the government
can contend
that the firm did not adhere to.

"4)

The problem
of benefit/risk
valid
raised
issue by the

ratio
Court.

could

be a

"5) While intent
is not a question
in the matter
of prosecution,
it does reveal
the interests
of the firm in this matter.
The evidence
before us does not indicate
that the firm was
negligent,
fraudulent,
or capricious
of the
On the contrary,
the firm took
public-health.
immediate
and swift
action
in instituting
a
recall
and replacing
pacemakers
which may have
been faulty.
We have received
no further
reports
of malfunction
or defects
since that
time."

sion,
action

HEW's Assistant
General
Counsel,
was not consulted
regarding
the
in this
case.

Food and Drug Divineed for prosecution

We discussed
BMDDP's July 26, 1973, memorandum with the
Assistant
General
Counsel.
According
to the Assistant
General Counsel,
the Government
had to prove for the courts
only that the articles
which were shipped were adulterated
or misbranded
prior
to, while
in, or after
receipt
in
14

intertate

commerce,

The Assistant

Generali

Cotmsel

stated

that
the remaining
views
expressed
in BMEIDBPs memoral-idum
were irrelevant
in considering
‘the justification
for prosAccording
to
the
Assistant
Genera%
Caunsell
there?
eeuticpn,
may have been a basis
for prosecution
against
GE, hQweveKI
a complete
review
of the case wouLd be ~~~~SS~~~ befGvire such
a determination
could
be made.
He believed
aat
the CEi88 wm
‘too o%d to rceoperl,

CHAPTER 3
----SUBSEQUENT
PACEMAKER
-------- RECALLS

Since GE's 1972 pacemaker
recall,
GE and three other
manufacturers--Cordis
Corporation,
Biotronik
Corporation,
and Vitatron
Medical,
Incorporated--have
recalled
about
22,310 pacemakers.
According
to a BMDDP official,
these
pacemakers
have exhibited
a variety
of problems,
including
the presence
of moisture
which in combination
with other
Because
factors,
affected
the pacemaker's
performance.
manufacturers
are not required
to notify
FDA of their
reFDA did not become aware of three of the recalls
calls,
until
6 to 16 months after
they had been initiated.
As
of February
1975, FDA was in the process
of investigating
these recalls.
GE'S 1974 RECALL
p--1-In addition
to GE's recall
of its standby
(model A2072),
GE, in June 1974, recalled
about
fixed-rate
pacemakers
(model A2073).
The recall
tiated
after
three pacemakers
failed
because of
pacing
rates caused by moisture
on the pacemaker's

pacemaker
2,000
was iniexcessive
circuitry.

On June 8, 1974, GE began a world-wide
recall
of about
Prior
to
161 fixed-rate
pacemakers
manufactured
in 1971.
the recall
GE met with FDA inspectors
and told the inspectors that the dendritic
growths
in the fixed-rate
pacemakers
were similar
to those causing
high rate pacing
in GE'S previously
recalled
standby pacemakers
and that the failure
mechanics
of
the
failure,
and
the
technical
cause
mode,
were identical
to that previously
experienced
in GE's standby pacemakers.
An FDA inspection
report
concerning
the recall
notes
that because GE 'did not fully
understand
the precise
cause
or combination
of factors
leading
to dendritic
growth,
GE
was not certain
that the scope of its recall
was adequate.
Therefore,
on June 18, 1974, GE expanded
its recall
to include all 2,000 fixed-rate
model A2073 pacemakers
that were
manufactured
since 1971.
On September
4, 1974, GE met with FDA to discuss
its
future
plans with respect
to the dendrite
problem.
In this
meeting,
GE explained
that the formation
of dendrites
could
cause the high pacing problem
to occur by about the thirtieth
month of implantation.
Accordingly,
GE officials
advised
FDA that GE plans
to recommend to physician
consignees
that
they consider
replacing
the defective
pacemakers
not later
than the thirtieth
month of implantation.
At the conclusion
16

FDA requested
GE to provide
additional
of this meeting,
regarding
the performance
and reliability
information,
the pacemaker during
the 30-month
imp%antation
period.

of

AfizeK obtaining
and reviewing
such information
the
acting
Director
of BMDDP advised
GE on November 27, 1974,
that the information
did not support
a 30-month
implantation period
because
the risk to the patient
would be too
high if the pacemakers
remained
imp%anted
for that period
acconrding
to the Acting
Director
of time,
The information,
of BMDDP, did not support
than 24 months and WIDDP,

an implantation

period

9ongen:

therefore,
suggestzed
to GE that
the imp%antation
period
not exceed 20 to 241 months in order
to provide
an adequate margin of safety
for the user.
In
accordance
with the Acting
DiKectoK"s
suggestion,
GE officials
advised
B#DDP that GE issued
foElowup
e@ca%% letters
on February
E, 1975, to alP physician
ccsnsignees
of GE's
fixed-rate
pacemaker
and KecOmm@nd@d that the pae@makeK be
be disimp%anted
not later
than 22 to 24 months
aftea:
the date
of implantation,
CORDIS
C$XPORATHOWS
------

RECALLS

In June and Octoben: 11973 and Decembea: 1974 the Cordis
Corporation,
a manufacturer
located
in Miami,
FPorida,
recaLled
about 314,050, 120, and 4,290 pacemakenrs
respectively,
Cordis
did not notify
FDA of the June and October
I.973 recalls
until
October
1974, about I.6 months
after
its
initial
recall.
Cordis
notified
FDA of the December 1974 reca%I at
about the time it was initiated.
With regard to the 3t4,050 pacemakersp
a BMDDP memorandum dated December 30, 1974, stated
that they WeK@ ~~lanufactured
in 1971 and 1972 and were being recalled
because the
presence
of moisture
on the pacemakeKOs
eircui~ry
was causing it to malfunction.
The memlsrandum indicated
that about
12,000,
OK 85 percent,
of these pacemakers
were still
implanted
in the pacemaker
users.
As of February
1975, similare
information
regaacding the disposition
of
the remaining
4,410 paeemakeKs
was not avai%able
at B@"pDDP.
BIOTROMIK
----A.------

CORPORATION'S

RECALL

In February
1974 the Biotronik
Corporation
of Germany
recalled
about 1,345 pacemakers
which were imported
into
the United
States
b@tw@@n May 9972 and ApKiE 11973,
FDA
learned
of this
reea%l in September
1974, about 7 months
after
the recall
was initiated,
An FDA inspector
Is teBegram dated October
3, 1974, to BMDDP stated
that moisture
Peaking
through
the epoxy encapsulation
caused the pacemakers to mabfunction,

According
to Biotronik
officials,
the problem
had not
been detected
because adequate manufacturing
quality
controls
Biotronik
officials
told BMDDP that since the
did not exist.
Biotronik
has instituted
an accelerated
life-testing
recall,
procedure
which should identify
such problems
in the future.
VITATRON
----

MEDICAL,

INCORPORATED
RECALL
-----

In June 1974, Vitatron
Medical,
Incorporated
located
in Dieran,
Holland
retailed
about 506 pacemakers
that were
imported
into the United
States,
due to pacemaker
failures
resulting
from defective
batteries.
FDA learned
of the recall
in December 1974, about 6 months after
it was initiated.
As of January
1975, 141 pacemakers
were returned
to Vitatron
and about 50 pacemakers
remained
implanted.
FDA records
did
not show the disposition
of the remaining
315 pacemakers.

-CHAPTER-- 4
PACEMAKER
STANDARDS
---------_I_The Subcommittee
Chairman
requested
that
we obtain
information
concerning
FD.Ans efforts
to develop
pacemaker
standards
B including
standards
for outside
interference
p
resteriliaation
and reusea
warranties,
and hermetically
sealing
of pacemakers
to protect
the circuitry
against
moisture

m

Although
cardiac
pacemakers
about
l/960,
FDA has not established
manufacture,
distribution
safety,
are necessary
to help
insure
that
alce safep
reliable,
and effective.
in
Scientific
vascular
iwfo~mation
ability
determine
of these
concerning
tablishing
problems
selected
dUStE’yp

consumer
following

have been marketed
since
standards
for
their
and use,
Such standards
marketed
cardiac
pacemakers

March 1972 WEFJ”s Assistant
Secretary
for
Wealth
and
Affairs
established
the Panel on Review
of CardioMedical
Devices
to (1) review
and evaluate
available
concerning
the safety,
effectiveness
B and reliof cardiovascular
devices
currently
in use in order
to
the regulatory
category
most appropriate
for control
dewicesp
(2) identify
the need for
specific
standards
those devices
which can best be controlled
by esstandards,
and (3) recommend
solu”cions
to specific
with devices,
The panel
consists
of seven members
from the medical
profession,
the medical
device
inthe engineering
and scientific
communities,
and a
o

Cardiovascular
regulatory

devices
were
categories:

--those
which
can adequately
labeling
requirements,
--those
reduce
illness,

to

be classified

be contro%led

into

the

by general

requiring
safety
and efficacy
standards
to
or eliminate
unreasonable
risk
of injury
or
and

--those
requiring
premarket
scientific
review
before
being
marketed
to assure
the produetsg
safety
and
effectiveness,
and to prevent
unreasonable
risk
of
injury
or iP1ness.
Since
its
first
meeting
in September
1972,
the panel
has classified
about
300 cardiovascuPar
medical
devices
and
classes
of devices
which are representative
of prhe elItire
cardiovascular
field
into
the various
regulatory
categories,
The panel
placed
cardiac
pacemakers
into
the premarket
scientific
reviebj
category
pending
development
of pacemaker
standards,
n9

meetings
Beginning
July 23, 1973, the panel held several
with the Association
for the Advancement
of Medical
Instrumentation
to discuss
the status
of pacemaker
standards
developAs a result
of those meetings,
the panel recommended
ment.
that FDA assign
a high priority
to the development
of pacemaker standards.
to the AssociaOn May 16, 1974, FDA awarded a contract
tion
for the development
of pacemaker
standards
including
(2)
standard
test
proceduresp
(3)
performance
(1) labeling,
standards,
(4) packaging
and handling,
and (5) a dictionary
or glossary
of terms used within
the standards.
Performance
standards
to be developed
under the contract
are to cover outside
electromagnetic
interference
and
methods for establishing
a pacemaker's
useful
life
expectancy,
However,
the contract
does not provide
for the development
of
standards
for sealing
pacemakers
or resterilization
and reuse
of pacemakers.
The Acting
Director
of BMDDP's Division
of Medical
Device Standards
and Research told us that a standard
for
hermetically
sealing-a process
used by a number of manufacturers
to protect
the pacemaker
circuitry
from moisture--was
not being developed
as FDA believed
such a standard
might
restrain
manufacturers'
efforts
in developing
a solution
to
the moisture
problem.
The Acting
Director
told us that standards for
resterilization
and reuse of pacemakers
are not
being developed
under the contract
because pacemakers
are not
generally
reused.
The work under FDA's contract
is expected
pleted
in August 1975.
According
to the Acting
FDA will
not issue standards
for several
months
contract
is completed.
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to be comDirector,
after
the

CHAPTER
5
p--w
CONCLUSIONS
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
----------.----_I
FDA needs
to strengthen
its regulation
Of impbantable
Since GE’s 1972 recallp
GE and three
cardiac
pacemakers.
other
manufacturers
have reea.ll_ed
about
22 I 310 pac@makeKs
many of which
exhibited
the same basic
problem--shunting
due to accumulation
of moisture
on the pacemakers
ciareuitacy.
Whew the problem
was first
noted
in the GE standby
paceFDA
did
not
make
a
thorough
study
of
the
maker
in 1972,
problem
but accepted
GE's
explanation
that
it was the result
of a unique electronic
phenomenon.
Subsequent
pacemaker
recalls
by other
manufacturers
for basically
the
same problem indicates
that
the problem
could
be widespread
,throughout the pacemaker
industry.

Because
defective
pacemakers
present
a serious
risk
to consumer ‘s health,
it would
seem especially
important
measures
during
a realbl
for FDA to take prompt I effective
to insure
the safety
of the consumer,
With regard
to GE”s
carry
out the re1972
pacemaker
recall
s FDA did not fuEly
quirements
of its
recall
procedures
which
are intended
to
minimize

~islcs

Although
not

(lb)

make

to

consumers

required

m

by its

a complete
visual
to determine

~eeall
inspection
the
cause

procedures,
of

FDA did

GE”s

manufae-

turing
facility
of the defect,
(2)
collect
and examine
samples
of the recalLled
GE standby
pacemaker
to determine
the need for regulatory
action
and
(3)
make
a public
disclosure
of the recall
and verify
that
all
physician
consignees
and pacemaker
users
received
notification
of the recall..
Also,
the lack of FDA inspection
guidelines
I safety
and performance
standards
and good manufacturing
criteria
for complex
medical
devices
such as
pacemakers
Limited
the effectiveness
of FDA’s investigation
of the pacemaker
recall.
Standards
presently
under development
do not include
a standard
dealing
with
the problem
of moisture
which
affected
the performance
of many pacemakers
that
were recaPlled
Inasmuch

as

moisture

was

a significant

moisture
standards
shoulld be developed
Lion guidelines
and good manufactur
ing

problem,

along
CBIiter

we

with
ia ~

believe

inspec-

FDA’s legal
counsel
was not consulted
regarding
the
legal
requirements
for enforcing
the misbranding
and adulteration
provisions
of the FD&C Act.
Because
determinations
as to whether
a manufacturer
should
be prosecuted
fog misbranding
or adulteration
violations
of the FP)&C Act often
require
technical
legal
considerations,
FDA operating
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personnel
should
determinations.

consult

with

legal

counsel

concerning

such

FDA lacks
authority
to review
a manufacturer's
records
and data relating
to the production
and distribution
of pacemakers and to require
manufacturers
to promptly
notify
FDA
Such authority
could strengthen
FDA's reguof all recalls.
Legislation
introduced
in the 94th
lation
of pacemakers.
FDA with such authority.
Congress
(S. 510) would provide

RECOMMENDATION TO
--- THE SECRETARY
OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE
---We recommend
missioner,
FDA, to

that

the Secretary,

HEW, direct

--Make a concerted
effort
to insure
ments of FDA's recall
procedures

the Com-

that the requireare complied
with.

--Establish
guidelines
and provide
training
FDA inspections
of pacemaker manufacturing
and equipment.

needed for
facilities

--Establish

pacemakers.

good manufacturing

criteria

for

--Make a public
disclosure
through
the news media
statement
of facts
to all affected
parties
(i.e.,
physicians,
hospitals,
or consumers)
to insure
notification
of potentially
hazardous
products.
--Require
that FDA's legal
counsel
a final
determination
is reached
manufacturer
should be prosecuted
the FD&C Act.

timely

be consulted
before
as to whether
a
for violation
of

--Establish
pacemaker
safety
and performance
to reduce or eliminate
the risk of injury
to potential
pacemaker
users.
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or a

standards
or illness

.

CHAPTER
6
---SCOPE OF REVJCEW
--------

APPENDIX

II
PRINCIPAL

OFFICIALS

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
RESPONSIBLE

OF THE

EDUCATION,

FOR ADMINISTRATION

DISCUSSED

IN THIS

AND WELFARE
OF ACTIVITIES

REPORT
--- Tenure
From

of office
To
--

SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION
AND WELFARE:
Caspar W. Weinberger
Elliott
L. Richardson

Feb.
June

1973
1970

Present
Feb.
1973

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH
(note a):
Theodore Cooper (acting)
Charles
C. Edwards
Richard
L. Seggel (acting)
Merlin
K. Duval,
Jr.
Roger 0. Egeberg

Jan.
Mar.
Dec.
July
July

1975
1973
1972
1971
1969

Present
Jan.
Mar.
Dec.
July

COMMISSIONER, FOOD AND DRUG
ADMINISTRATION:
Alexander
Schmidt
Sherwin Gardner (acting)
Charles
C. Edwards

July
Mar.
Feb.

1973
1973
1970

Present
July
1973
Mar.
1973

ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER
MEDICAL AFFAIRS
John Jennings

Sept.

1970

Present

Feb.

1974

Present

FOR

DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF MEDICAL
DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTIC
PRODUCTS (note'b):
David M. Link (acting)
a/

Until
December 1972, the
sistant
Secretary
(Health

b/

See footnote

1, p.

1975
1973
1972
1971

title
of this
and Scientific

2.)
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position
Affairs).

was As-
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